Earn up to

£1000
When you refer a venue to
ServedUp

Refer a venue

Individual rewards

Huge rewards on offer

Refer a venue
you know
No limit to the number of venues you can refer!
Everyone can participate and refer a venue to
us that could benefit from our service.
If you have any contacts at venues who are not
yet using ServedUp then go ahead and
complete the Refer a Venue form!

Refer a venue

Individually rewards

Huge rewards on offer

Get Individually
Rewarded
The reward is for you, the individual,
not your employer
The person who completes the referral
form will get financially rewarded directly
and personally. This is a very powerful
incentive for you to refer a venue to us...
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Huge Rewards
Now On Offer
The reward amount is drastically
increased
We used to offer a flat £150 but now the
value of the reward depends on the value
of orders processed within the first month
of the referred venue going live. This
means that if you refer a Tier 1 venue then
the reward will be £1000!

Refer a venue

Individually rewards

Huge rewards on offer

Reward Tiers

£1000
Reward

After a referred venue goes live - we will monitor
the value of orders processed within their first
month. This amount will determine your reward.

£750
Reward

£500
Reward

£50

£150

£250
Reward

Reward

Reward
>£10,000

£10,000+

£25,000+

£50,000+

First month income

£75,000+

£100,000+

Requirements
There are 2 simple requirements for our venue
referral scheme. For more details please see our
referral landing page.

Complete the form

We have to have a “paper trail” - and if you
are referring a venue you must complete the
Refer a Venue form.

New venues only

If the venue being referred has already had
a sales demo then understandably we
cannot accept the referral. Should this
happen we will contact you and then
hopefully you can refer another venue!

How will I be
paid?
Rewards payable via WeGift
We’ll be sending the financial reward using
the WeGift platform. You will receive a link with
your reward value loaded. You can then
select from a large range of top brand names
/retailers (from Amazon to your favourite
grocery store) to redeem from. Multiple
brands can be selected - it is totally up to you
as to how you want to spend your reward!

Ready to
earn?
Fill out our referral form now

